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Chapter 1 : Bernard Buffet | Open Library
Domaine de la Baume: Bernard Buffet's Provence home reopens as a rustic retreat The Domaine de la Baume, near the
village of Tourtour Share on Twitter (opens new window).

In , he left the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and traveled to Brittany with his mother. Still Life with Fish. Still life,
81xcm, In December of that same year his first solo exhibition, organized by Guy Weelan and Michel Brient,
was held at the Art Impressions book shop in Paris. Also in , Emmanuel David offered Buffet an exclusive
contract with his gallery, shared with art dealer Maurice Garnier. A painter first and foremost, Buffet produced
religious pieces, landscapes, portraits and still-lifes. A total of 52 Theme Exhibitions have taken place since
His Hanged Men and Horror of War series, which feature angular, emotionless figures and images of sheer
brutality, are examples of his subjects and representative of his classification as a "Miserablist de Gruber and
Francois Rouault" Expressionist movement. Renting a small house in Manosque from his friend Jean Giono in
, Buffet then moved to Nanse, near Reillanne, some 17 kilometres from Manosque, where he remained until
In , the magazine Connaissance des Arts named the ten best post-war artists, listing Buffet as 1. Watercolor on
paper, Collection of Mass Moss, Geneva. Photo of Buffet with Painting. In , at the age of 30, his first
retrospective was shown at the Galerie Charpentier. His subject matter, welcomed in a post-war Paris and
appreciated in New York, combined with his youth and good looks propelled him to the top of the art world.
Although research reveals no romantic interludes, it is safe to say that Buffet would have had romantic
involvements by the age of Nevertheless, on December 12, , he married for the first and only time, wedding
French writer and actress Annabel Schwob. The union produced daughters Virginie and Danielle, in and
respectively, and son Nicolas, in While his paintings were not necessarily "pretty," the thirst for a modern
ideal created an appetite for his stark, somber images expressing intense emotion. His style focused on the
older, more conservative statutes of art, such as drawing, while playing on the ongoing popularity of
Existentialism. La Couette and Woman. Narrative painting, xcm, Figure portrait; featured in New York Times
article. In keeping with his mode of theme production, Buffet produced a series of religious works, scenes
from the life of Christ. He also did a series of flayed figures, which go back to his works of war tragedies. His
stark figures and use of warm tones echoed the grievances of World War II, specifically those of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki. Oil on canvas, xcm, It was here he spent his remaining days. He was one of the first artists to
depict Paris itself in a cubist style, likely due to the oppression of the city during his formative years. It is
possible that the sheer expense of paints contributed toward his propensity toward the sparing use of paint on
the canvas; and he used very little color, working primarily in grays, black, "bistres" and greens. Drypoint on
paper, 27x41 in. His style is defined by "dry" straight lines revealing the shape of buildings and bodies. His
works show elongated, emaciated figures and structures and lend a feeling of despair and loneliness. He shows
Paris itself, traditionally portrayed as lively and colorful, in a hard and lifeless manner. This fundamental and
visually heavy approach actually shows us the underlying beauty of such a popular and visually pleasing city.
After moving around France, he eventually settled in the southern region near Tourtour in Oil on canvas,
35x51in. On October 4, , at age 71, he chose to end his life, committing suicide in his home in southern France
by placing a plastic bag over his head and taping it shut around his neck. Six years later, his wife, Annabel,
died on August 3, at age
Chapter 2 : Domaine de la Baume - Tourtour
MÃªme aujourd'hui, le Domaine de la Baume demeure un lieu mythique oÃ¹ le visiteur revit inlassablement la magie de
l'Å“uvre de Bernard Buffet. La Provence a profondÃ©ment marquÃ© la vie de Bernard Buffet et les couleurs et la
lumiÃ¨re de la Provence illuminent les toiles de l'artiste.

Chapter 3 : Dormire al Domaine de la Baume, ultima residenza del pittore Bernard Buffet
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Source d'inspiration et refuge ultime du peintre Bernard Buffet, la beautÃ© a un nom. Bernard Touillon. Visite du
Domaine de la Baume en Provence, source d'inspiration et maison refuge du peintre Bernard Buffet.

Chapter 4 : Bernard Buffet () , La Baume | Christie's
Tourtour - 12 juillet - Portrait du peintre Bernard BUFFET dans l'atelier de son domaine de la Baume, portant un tablier,
travaillant sur un des tableaux de sa nouvelle sÃ©rie, des tubes de peinture vides et des chiffons entassÃ©s sur des
tables autour de lui.

Chapter 5 : Mas et merveilles du Domaine de la Baume - Madame Figaro
Buffet Bernard: Domaine de la Baume, Original signed etching, on sale at Michelle Champetier, Prints art gallery,
specialist in Buffet Bernard, lithograph, etching, screenprint, book.

Chapter 6 : Bernard Buffet - Exposition permanente Ã Dinard - La Galerie Winston
DerniÃ¨re rÃ©sidence du peintre Bernard Buffet, le Domaine de la Baume s'est muÃ© en hÃ´tel de charme sous
l'impulsion de la famille Sibuet.

Chapter 7 : Le Domaine de la Baume : un luxueux Ã©den en Provence
House & Garden travel editor Pamela Goodman has her heart stolen by the gardens of Domaine de la Baume.A
bohemian Provencal property - previously home to the artist Bernard Buffet - and gently nursed back to health by its new
hotelier owner.

Chapter 8 : Les expositions artistiques du domaine de la Baume
Le peintre Bernard Buffet s'est donnÃ© la mort lundi aprÃ¨s-midi dans sa propriÃ©tÃ© du Domaine de la Baume, Ã
Tourtour, dans le Var. Selon une dÃ©claration de Maurice Garnier, son galeriste.

Chapter 9 : Buffet Bernard, l'artiste peintre franÃ§ais
Domaine de la Baume Buffet Ã Tourtour. La cote des Å“uvres de Bernard buffet. La cote des tableaux originaux de
Bernard Buffet augmente constamment depuis
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